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friends or foes of Poland, ought to know that hesitation on the
part of a Polish Government for a single day about Pomorze
would result in that Government being thrown out at once by
a unanimous Polish nation; and that a Polish politician taking
sides with Germany would pay for it with his life. Similar
resolutions were passed throughout the country. This was a
question on which there was only one opinion—no surrender
of territory. The Government once more declared that for Poland
no question existed about her frontiers; but that was certainly
not the view predominating in Germany.
HITLER IN OFFICE
Revision being implicit in the Nazi programme, as based on
Hitler's book Mein Kampf, his accession to the Chancellorship
of Germany on January 30 could only increase the uneasiness
of the Poles. The Government he composed, with von Papen
as Vice Chancellor, contained representative Nationalists, such
as Hugenberg, as ardent for revision as were the Nazis in the
Cabinet, such as Goering. German opposition to revision had
come from the Democrats and the Socialists; here and there
among them voices had been raised admitting the right of Poland
to Pomorze, Poznania and even Upper Silesia, but they were soon
to be silenced by the Nazis, though Hitler declared on February 2
to the foreign journalists in Berlin that nobody desired peace
more than he did or than did the German people. Yet, in an
interview published in the Sunday Express, London, on February
12 Hitler said that the "Polish Corridor" was a "hideous injustice
to Germany/' and that this territory "must be restored to us,"
These strong expressions were, however, toned down next
day by the official Wolff agency into something much less offensive,
but they had violent repercussions on Polish opinion. There
were emphatic protests in the Polish Parliament on the part of
the Block and the Opposition parties; and on February 15 Beck,
addressing the Seym's Foreign Affairs Commission, said tfaat»
while the amended version of the interview might pass withowfc
being officially noticed by the Polish Government, and "frantieis
were not changed by words/' it was still of such a nature as to

